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This guide should be used to help understand and use the Diversity Travel CRM system. It contains
details on how to setup and use various parts of the system and should act as your first point of call
for issues. If there are other problems which you cannot resolve using this guide, please contact Sam
Clements at Strategy365 – sam.clements@strategy365.co.uk

What is CRM?
CRM stands for Customer Relationship Management, and so the system we use is setup to help us
manage our relationships with our various customers. This is predominantly lead through sales
driven functionality, but we are expanding it to other areas of the business where suitable.
It is an online database/platform that is used to manage a company's interactions with current and
potential customers. It is a database of customer information with built-in tools that help us
communicate intelligently to them.
✓ Our sales team and account managers use Dynamics CRM to build, update and manage the
organisations relationships with our customers. They can populate Leads, Contacts and
Accounts with information, schedule meetings and keep track of contact made with them.
✓ Our Marketers primarily use Dynamics CRM to build, update and manage marketing
campaigns and data – but to do so effectively, need ‘clean data’ to work with. This is an
ongoing process and will make using Dynamic CRM much more beneficial to the
organisation when complete.
As a day-to-day tool this should help to organise all aspects of the sales lifespan, from creating and
managing new lead, creating opportunities, developing accounts and maintaining relationships. Each
of these will be covered in more detail in this document.
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CRM Licensing
Currently we use Microsoft Dynamics CRM through an agreement purchased from Strategy365.
Strategy365 are our third party CRM support and developers. They provide a fantastic service and
have always done us proud with quick turnaround and expert delivery on requests. Our primary
account manager/senior consultant is Sam Clements:
Sam Clements: 01782 916307, sam.clements@strategy365.co.uk
All support requests should go directly to support@strategy365.co.uk rather than Sam directly.
Support requests will most likely be dealt with either Peter Walker or John Phillips, both supremely
nice engineers with expert knowledge of CRM.
Below is an overview of our latest support agreement with Strategy365, as of 20/06/19:

Overview
The entitlement for the next 12-month support agreement period has recently been agreed
between Strategy 365 Limited and Diversity Travel. Details of the agreed entitlement and pricing
is shown below. Please check that the details are correct and if there are any problems with the
details shown, please contact us by return. Otherwise, the renewal will be processed as per the
terms of the support agreement.

Entitlement and Pricing Description
An annual entitlement of 5 days has been
agreed for the next 12-month support period
starting on 17/05/19 for Dynamics 365

Total
Price
£4,000

Payment
Annual Up Front

CRM VS Click Dimensions
Dynamics CRM is our particular CRM system (there are various ones on the market), developed by
Microsoft. It is the most powerful one on the market as it is pretty ‘open-source’, meaning we can
make a lot of changes to how it works (processes, workflows, customisations etc). Because of this, it
can be intimidating to begin with, but ultimately is a great tool that offers a lot of flexibility.
Recommended viewing: Introduction to Dynamics CRM
ClickDimensions is a marketing ‘solution’ that we pay for separately that is built into Dynamics CRM.
ClickDimensions dramatically improves Dynamics CRM’s marketing functionality, providing
Campaign Automation, Email Marketing, Web Form and Event Management tools.
Recommended viewing: ClickDimensions Demo Video – Marketing for Dynamics 365
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SIMEGO
Overview
SIMEGO is a data integration system that enables our CRM to pull in information from Dolphin, IQ
and Galileo. This configuration is responsible for various system-critical processes, however Dave
Firth (dfirth@diversitytravel.com) is the only team member who understands how to manage it. All
related requests must go through him.
Below is a basic overview of the relationship between these key systems, and what Simego does:

Important SIMEGO information:
In Dynamics CRM Contact and Account records there is a DolphinID field. The DolphinID in this fields
needs to match the ID against the related record in Dolphin for information between the two
records to sync (the key process to maintain a ‘live’ view of data). This is a crucial function. Following
investigate between Dave Firth, Sam Clements and I we deduced that the cause of many avoidable
duplicates in Dynamics CRM is due to an unrefined Customer Implementations record creation
process. Many duplicates are a result of Customer Implementations not entering DolphinIDs against
newly created records. When a record is created in Dynamics CRM and a DolphinID not entered,
Dolphin automatically recognises there is a new account, creates a new record (in Dolphin) using
some of the key information in the CRM record (names, company etc) and gives it a DolphinID. This
duplicate (with a DolphinID) is then synced back into Dynamics CRM, and as no other record will be
found using that DolphinID a new record (duplicate) will be created in Dynamics CRM.
It is essential that all new Account records created in Dynamics CRM have DolphinIDs.

Logging In
Once you have been assigned an account, your login details will be the same as your computer
details. You can login at crm.diversitytravel.co.uk, using the same login credential used for your
other work devices.
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Overview
Although you don’t need to know a lot about databases to start working with Microsoft Dynamics
CRM, it’s helpful to know a few things about how data is organised in the system.
In particular, there are two definitions you should know because they are used many places in the
system: record and record type.
Every day, you’ll work with different customer records and record types as you move customers
through your business processes, collecting the data you need to fill in the fields for their records—
and ultimately to win their business.

What’s a record?
In Microsoft Dynamics CRM, a record is a complete unit of information. Think of it like a single row in
a table, with multiple columns (or fields) to store the pieces of info that make up the entire row.
For example, for accounts you could have a column for Company name, Address, and Contact name
for the person you call when you want to check in on the account. Each time you add a new account
to the system, you’re creating a new record in the CRM database.

What’s a record type?
Each record you add to the system belongs to a certain record type, such as an account, contact,
lead or opportunity.
Record types give you a way to group and organise similar data. For example, in Microsoft Dynamics
CRM you’ll find your contact records grouped under the contact record type.
Case records are grouped under the case record type, and account records are under the account
record type, and so on.

What are accounts, contacts, leads, and opportunities for?
Account and contact records store much of the information that you and your team collect from
your customers.
You store data about companies you do business with in accounts. Similar to Microsoft Office
Outlook or other email programs, you store data about the people you know and work with in
contacts.
Usually, an account has more than one contact associated with it, especially when you’re working
with a larger company with many departments or locations and you deal with several people to
manage the account.
Leads are for potential sales, and most organisations get leads from many sources. You can enter
leads manually from business cards, generate them from marketing campaigns or inquiries from
your website, buy them in mailing lists, create them automatically from posts on Facebook or
Twitter – the possibilities are almost endless.
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If all goes well, after you nurture a lead, you’ll be able to promote it to an opportunity, which is
another name for a deal you’re getting ready to close.

Business Processes
Microsoft Dynamics CRM is “process-driven.” But what does that mean?
Everyone on your team moves customers through standardised business processes with the same
stages and steps for each type of customer interaction, collecting and inputting important data along
the way. Business processes help everyone follow best practices, even when handling situations that
don’t occur very often.
You complete a step by entering data or marking the step completed in the process bar at the top of
the screen. When all the steps are done, you can move on to the next stage.
For example, at Diversity we have a business process to handle a new sales opportunity by first
qualifying whether the person or company has a need for our services, and then developing the
opportunity by talking with a stakeholder. Next, you send a sales proposal, or complete the tender
process, and finally you close the opportunity as won when the customer starts using our services.
In this example, the business process bar for new opportunities shows you the four sections to
follow (Qualify, Develop, Propose, and Close), where you are in the process, and what to do next, so
there’s no guesswork.
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We have a total of 10 ‘stages’ which the process automatically moves through depending on the
data you capture, until you close the lead, either as won, or lost.

Tender vs Non-Tender
At Diversity, there are actual two different ‘branches’ of a sales process, depending on a client’s
particular purchase process – either Tender, or Non-Tender. This should be established as early on in
the conversation as possible, to ensure the right questions are asked, and that our tender team are
notified at the earliest opportunity to pull together the relevant information. You will see this field is
on the top bar as part of the ‘Qualify’ section:

Microsoft Dynamics CRM is designed so that you can access your work area, customer records, and
other information quickly when you need them.
Everything drops down from the main menu at the top of the screen. The navigation bar also
includes buttons to help you do common tasks quickly, like entering records or searching for data.

Main Menu

Sub-Menu
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Quick Search

Recent Work

Quick Add (Record)

Advanced Find

Views
Overview
When you choose accounts, contacts, leads, opportunities, and so on, you’ll see a list of the
customer records of that record type. You can filter the list to see only the records you’re interested
in, such as all active accounts.
Choose the down arrow next to the name of the list to see a different view. You can see a subset of
the records, depending on the view you select. Choose a column name to sort.
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Customising Views
Whilst there are a number of standard views we’ve created to try and make things as straight
forward as possible, you may wish to create your own views. This will act as a ‘quick filter’ for your
data – you can also export it and have a look in excel, which we’ll cover in a section later on (click
here to jump to it)

Creating Views
The below is the home screen for all Accounts. The following instructions can be applied to all
‘entities’ i.e Leads, Opportunities, Contacts etc.
1. Simply navigate to the relevant section in the main menu toolbar.

2. Click the dropdown arrow besides your entity type to see all the views currently available:

Scroll to the bottom of this list and select ‘Create Personal View’:
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3. A pop-up window will appear. Select which entity type you want to create a view for. In this
example, we’re creating a custom view for Accounts:

Here you can also start off
using an existing view as a
template/foundation.

4. Once you’ve selected the entity you want to create a view for, you can then input your filters
to tailor the results shown in the view:
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In this example, we’re selecting all Accounts whose Account Manager is Gary Dobbins:

Each filter drop down contains all of the fields that are available in CRM, not just ones that have
been used. It can sometimes take a while to find the right one!
You can select ‘Results’ at this stage to see the returned results of your criteria:
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5. Once you’ve selected the filters/criteria you desire, you need to select which columns of
data you want to return about the filtered results. You can do this by clicking ‘Edit Columns’:

This will again bring up a list of all fields available in the database, so you need to select which ones
to use in your view:

You can manage
your columns here

Once your desired columns are selected, press OK.

6. Once you’re happy with the results, you’ll finally need to name your new View. Click Save As
to do this:
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Then name your view!

7. Congratulations! You can now access your new view from the Views menu for the relevant
entity.

Quick Search
Want a quick way to find and navigate to a record? Use the search box at the top of the screen to
search for the one you’re interested in.
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1. Type the search term, and then choose the Search icon or press Enter. Use an asterisk (*) if
you want to include a wildcard character – this means that it will search for anything that
includes the letters after in that order. So in the example below, if we had not included the *
it would only have returned search results that started with ‘Save’.

2. In the lists of matching search results (which are grouped by record type), choose a record to
open it. If there are a lot of matches, point to one of the lists to see a scroll bar to move up
and down and see more matching records.

If you only want to see matches for a certain type of record, select a filter from the drop down list.

Advanced Find
Overview
Advanced find allows users to create ad hoc queries and save, export and share the results or add
records directly to a Marketing List.

Recommended reading: Searching CRM | The CRM Book
Important DT Advanced Find considerations:
Diversity Travel have some important Custom Fields that are searchable via Advanced Find.
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They are detailed in the table below and are important for data segmentation, views and the
creation of targeted Marketing Lists:
Custom Field
Days Since Booking
Dolphin Currency
DolphinID
First Booking Date
Last Booking Date
MTD Bookings
MTD Revenue
OptedInOnTimestamp
SubscribedToBlog
SubscribedToNewsletter
SubscribedToProducts&Resources
SubscribedToResources
Total Bookings
Total Revenue
YTD Bookings
YTD Revenue
BDM
Booking Team
Client Type
Emergency Contact 1
Emergency Contact 2
Parentaccountid
Previous Year Spend
Risk Level
Roll Up Potential Revenue

Record Type
Contact, Account
Contact, Account
Contact, Account
Contact, Account
Contact, Account
Contact, Account
Contact, Account
Contact, Lead
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact, Account
Contact, Account
Contact, Account
Contact, Account
Account
Account
Account
Account
Account
Account
Account
Account
Account

Roll Up Previous Year Spend

Account

Roll Up Target

Account

Roll Up Target Percentage

Account

Roll Up Target To Date

Account

Roll Up Total Revenue

Account

Roll Up YTD Revenue

Account

Satisfaction Score

Account

Purpose
Days since last booking
Dolphin currency used
DolphinID
First Booking Date
Last Booking Date
Month to date bookings
Month to date revenue
When/if record opted-in
Yes/no field for subscription
Yes/no field for subscription
Yes/no field for subscription
Yes/no field for subscription
Total bookings (all time)
Total revenue (all time)
Year to date bookings
Year to date revenue
Business Development Mngr.
Accounts reservation team
Account client type
Primary emergency contact
Secondary emergency cntct
ID of parent account
Previous year spend
Account’s risk level
Potential revenue inc. any
child accounts
Previous year spend inc. any
child accounts
Target spend inc. any child
accounts
Target percentage inc. any
child accounts
Target spend to date inc. any
child accounts
Total revenue (all time) inc.
any child accounts
Year to date revenue inc. any
child accounts
Account’s satisfaction score
based on last meeting notes

Recently viewed items
There are two fast ways to get back to the accounts, contacts, or other items that you work on
frequently.
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• Choose the Recently Viewed Items button on the navigation bar. Or, pin the customer records you
use all the time to keep them handy at the top of the list.

Enter new records quickly
The Create command on the navigation bar makes quick work of entering almost any type of data
into the system. Plus, it’s always available from any screen whenever you need to enter new
information into the system.
With the Create command, you only need to enter data into a few required fields. (Required fields
are flagged with an asterisk.) You can enter more information later when you have it, or when you
have more time.
1. On the navigation bar, choose the Create button, and then choose the type of data you want to
enter.

2. Fill in the fields, and then choose Save. Point your mouse to a field if you want to see a tip about
what to enter.

Save Button
We have an auto-save feature, so you’ll notice that when you edit data in the fields on system
screens, you don’t need to choose Save. The system automatically saves any edited records after 30
seconds, or when you go to another screen.
If you want to save an edited record sooner than 30 seconds, choose the Save button at the bottom
right corner of the screen.
Note: You need to choose Save when you create a new record.
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Dashboards
Overview
Each time you sign in to the system you’ll see the dashboard, which gives you easy-to-read charts
and graphs that help you see how you and your team are doing with key metrics (also known as key
performance indicators, or KPIs).
• To get to the dashboard from anywhere in the system, go to Sales > Dashboards.

Most valuable
opportunities

Open Opportunities/Value
by sale stage
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Drilling In(to your data)
On the dashboard, to see a list of the records used to calculate the metrics shown in chart, point to
the chart, and then choose the Drill In button:

You won’t see the Drill In button until you point to the chart.)

Change Dashboards
The system comes with several different dashboard layouts to help you highlight the data and
performance metrics you’re most interested in. The best way to find one you like is to take a look at
a few.
To see a different dashboard layout, choose the down arrow next to the name of the dashboard, and
then select the layout you want:
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Or, you can create your own customised dashboard by clicking ‘new’ as shown below:

Choose your layout:

And then start adding, Charts or Lists based on what you want to see:
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Please note: to create a chart, you must already have a ‘view’ that has filtered the data you want to
see.

Set your default dashboard
When your system is set up, the system administrator picks a default dashboard layout that
everyone sees when they first sign in. If you want to see a different dashboard, you can override the
system-wide default.
Display the dashboard you want, and then choose Set as Default at the top of the screen:

Export CRM data to Microsoft Excel
If you want to do additional calculations or run your own reports, you can export your CRM data to
Microsoft Office Excel.
Create a static Excel spreadsheet if you want to capture all of the data at a single point in time. Or,
you can create a dynamic PivotTable or worksheet, and then select the columns or fields you want to
include.
1.
2.
3.

Display the view of the records you want to export, and then choose Export to Excel.
If creating a PivotTable or dynamic worksheet, select the columns to include.
Choose Export.
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Activities
Overview
In CRM, you use Activities to keep track of all your customer communications. For example, you can
take notes, send email, make phone calls, set up appointments, and assign yourself tasks.
The system automatically timestamps every activity and shows who created it. You and other people
on your team can scroll through the activities to see the history as you work with a customer – if you
have access to the record.

Find your activities
Go to your work area, and then choose Activities.

View activities in a list
You can view all of the activities assigned to you, or you can view only certain types of activities (for
example only tasks or only phone calls).
Choose the down arrow next to My Activities, and then select All Activities, or select the activity type
you want (for example, Email):
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Filter the list of activities to show only the ones you want
You can filter the list of activities to see only the ones you’re interested in. For example, filter the list
to see closed activities, or to see activities assigned to other people on your team.
In Microsoft Dynamics CRM, a filter is called a system view.
1. Choose the down arrow next to My Activities and then point to All Activities to include all the
activity types, or point to the activity type you want (for example, Email or Phone Call).
2. Choose the right arrow on the drop-down list, and then select the view you want.
The views that are available depend on the type of activity:

Again, you have the option to create personal views here but filtering on activity fields, rather than
account data.
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Add a new activity for a customer
Most often, you’ll want to add an activity that is associated with a contact, opportunity, account,
service case, or other type of record to help you keep track of all the communication history you
have with a customer.
As your relationship with a customer builds over time, you and other people on your team can look
through the activity feed as you work with the customer and see the history of your interactions.
Activities can be included in reports to track your ongoing progress.
1. First, open the record. Either use Quick Search on the navigation bar to find the customer’s
name and then open the record. Or, go to your work area, and then choose the type of
record, find the record in the list, and then open it.
2. Choose Activities to add a task or phone call to the record. Choose More (…) to add an email
or appointment.

Attach a document to a note or task
Documents, spreadsheets, pictures, and just about any type of file can be attached to notes or tasks.
1.
2.
3.

Open the note or task.
Choose Attach. (For tasks, look in the Notes section. You might have to scroll down to
see the Attach button.)
Browse to and then choose the file that you want to attach, and then choose Done.
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Mark an activity complete
After you call someone, complete a task, send an email, or go to an appointment, you can mark the
CRM activity for that action as completed.
1.
2.

Open the activity.
On the Command Bar, choose Mark Complete.

Mark several activities complete at the same time
You can select multiple activities from the list, and then mark them all complete at the same time.
1.
2.

On the list of activities, choose to the left of an activity to select it.
On the Command Bar, choose More commands (…), and then select Mark Complete.
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Meeting Notes
Overview
Meeting notes are a completely bespoke section we’ve created to help when you are meeting clients
face-to-face. They are used to create an agenda, minute the meeting and create follow-up tasks all
at the same time, to save you having to create them all separately. They can be found in the My
Work dropdown under Sales:

Managing Meeting Notes
The Home screen for meeting notes will display a list of all the meeting notes you’ve created, and
the account there are related to. You can review the content of any of these by click on the hyperlink
in the ‘principle purpose’ column.
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You can create a new meeting note by clicking ‘New’ as below:

This will create a new Meeting Note entry in the structure we have created, to help guide the
content. You will need to assign this to an account using the look up field next to ‘Account’, and you
can also add in contacts to ‘attendees’.
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Creating Good Meeting Notes
Once you link to an account, it will dynamically pull through some high-level details about the
account, which you can then review as part of your meeting.
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Further down the Meeting Note, there are Agenda and Notes section. This should be used to capture
any agenda set out for the meeting and will help to outline the content. The notes section should
then be used to capture the detail of this discussion, ideally by separating headers using the agenda
topics, as well as any competitor activity noted.

Client Satisfaction Score
The final two sections are to capture the clients overall feedback, and satisfaction. If the score is
below a 3, then it will flag the account as ‘at risk’ and a reason will need to be entered.

Creating Tasks and Sending Notes
At the very bottom of the meeting notes, you are able to create tasks set against this particular
meeting, which will automatically schedule in your ‘Activities’ section, and email a copy of the notes
to yourself. This should then be distributed to @salesteam.
1.
2.
3.

Fill in your tasks
Select ‘Yes’ under Email Notes and Create Tasks
Click Save.
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Leads
Overview
You’ll move your leads through a business process with standardised stages and steps, collecting and
inputting important data along the way.
You complete a step by entering data or marking the step completed in the process bar at the top of
the screen. When all the steps are done, you can move on to the next stage.
As part of our business process, the bar for new leads shows you the four stages (Qualify, Develop,
Propose, and Close), where you are in the process, and what to do next, so there’s no guesswork –
the mandatory information is *

What if you’re no longer working a lead?
If for whatever reason a lead cannot proceed, you’ll need to disqualify the lead, and give the reason.
Please note: while you could delete the lead, doing that isn’t recommended. Deletions can’t be
undone, and deleting a lead also deletes any notes and documents associated with the lead. Instead,
disqualify the lead to preserve the history. In addition, disqualifying the lead allows you to re-open
the lead later if needed.
1.
2.

Open the lead.
On the Command Bar, choose Disqualify, and then select the reason:
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Deletion VS Deactivation
We must always deactivate rather than delete records as this retains the audit trail for the record in
our system, therefore keeping key information in CRM:

For example, if we delete a booker (Contact), their associated spend is also removed from Dynamics
CRM with them, therefore skewing our revenue metrics. If we deactivate the booker instead, we and
the system recognise it as a defunct record and can no longer interact with it, but key financial
information, such as their spend, will remain in CRM and therefore can still be calculated by Rollup
and Calculation queries (such as YTD Revenue, # of Bookings made).
Feel free to delete any records made in error or for testing purposes though - the more of these that
can be removed the better.
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Re-opening closed Leads
Assuming that you disqualified the lead (instead of deleting), you’ll be able to re-open it without reentering all the old information.
1.

On the list of activities, choose the down arrow and then select the Closed Leads view.

3.

Choose the lead you want to re-open, and then choose Reactivate Lead.

Opportunities
Overview
Opportunities are defined as being prospects who have demonstrated a high probability of being
transformed into customers with the purchase of a product or a service.
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Add stakeholders to an opportunity
As you work on converting an opportunity into a closed sale, fill in fields with data as you go,
including adding key stakeholders and decision makers who can help you win the business.
1.

Open the opportunity.

2.

In the Stakeholders section, choose the Add button, and then select the person’s name.

3.

From the drop-down list, select the person’s role.

Close an opportunity as won or lost
Eventually you’ll know whether you’ve won or lost a deal. Then you’ll need to close the opportunity
and enter a few details about the reason.
1.

Open the opportunity.

2.

On the Command Bar, choose Close As Won or Close As Lost.

3.

Select the reason from the drop-down list, enter a brief description of why, select OK;
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Before closing an opportunity, you must select a follow up date, to ensure we are checking on lost
leads – this is especially important if they are trailing a service with another provider, as we may be
able to win these back round if it isn’t going well:

Similarly, for closing an opportunity as won, you will select, ‘Close as Won’ and then any details you
want to add. You should then start the implementation process.

Account creation process:
1. Account created in CRM
2. On Account creation in CRM, an email goes to Client Implementations requesting related
account(s) creation in Dolphin, IQ and Galileo
3. Client Implementations create related account(s) in Dolphin, IQ and Galileo
4. Once complete, Client Implementations then add the DolphinID from Dolphin to the related
CRM Account record. Account synchronisation starts!
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Important considerations
Business Partners (and sometimes Account Managers) need to create Accounts in CRM correctly.
This is the first stage of the new account creation process. Accounts created in CRM are then fed to
Client Implementations who then are tasked/emailed to create the related records in Dolphin (then
IQ, then Galileo) and, once complete, retrospectively add the new DolphinID to the related Account
in CRM. This then enables the data sync.
Some instances of incorrect account creation in CRM are down to human error on the Business
Partners part, having not provided detailed enough newly created accounts in CRM.
Child Accounts and CCS accounts, specifically, in CRM won’t have DolphinIDs entered as the
Dolphin/IQ/GAL processes for Child and CCS accounts are different to the norm (but unfortunately
undocumented or formally agreed). The majority of duplicates in CRM should therefore be Child and
CCS accounts.
There may be a unique account creation form in SurveyGizmo for LSE (London School of Economics)
which sets a good precedent for minimum amount of detail needed for successful account creation.
When an Account is created in CRM, an email goes to Client Implementations asking them to create
the related records in Dolphin (plus IQ and Galileo). Once this has been done, Client
Implementations then add the related DolphinID to the CRM Account to enable data sync. This
process is almost always completed within 1 day.

Our Sales and Account Managers all generate reports via CRM. These reports are business critical,
but confusing in their configuration. Please contact Strategy365 for assistance on any reportingrelated queries.
[STRATEGY365 PROVIDING CONTENT]

Marketing Lists
Overview
A Marketing List is a list/collection of either hand-picked or dynamically populated leads, contacts or
accounts that is primarily used for targeted email marketing. They are the best way of marketing to
specific segments, client types or departments/roles more effectively as there are lots of means
available to create Marketing Lists.
•
•

A “Static” Marketing List is a list with manually added members
A “Dynamic” Marketing List is a list that adds/removes remembers automatically based on criteria we
set

Recommended reading: Marketing Lists in Microsoft Dynamics 365 | The CRM Book
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Email Templates
Overview
The bit that lands in the potential or existing customers inbox - be it a travel alert, introduction to
Diversity Travel (for new clients), internal/external newsletters, promotional emails, event
promotions etc.
We use the ClickDimensions drag-and-drop email builder which is 9999% better than the default
Dynamics CRM one and which gives us far more marketing tools, automation options and more
detailed customer insights.
Navigate to Marketing > Email Marketing > Email Templates to access our templates. Sort by latest
created and clone a recent one to ensure you stay on brand (they all now feature a uniform footer
featuring contact details, our logo and essential subscription preference management link):

No emails should ever be sent from CRM without this footer (or at least the Subscription Preferences
link) included. To send a mass-email without this link would be a breach of GDPR obligations.
Some basic views have also been shared with you to help segment our portfolio of Email Templates:
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Recommended reading: Create an Email Template | Click Dimensions

Email Sends
Overview
The actual launching of an email campaign! This is where we configure the name of our email
campaign, subject line, owner, from name, sending time (immediate or schedule a date?), who we
are sending to (our pre-created Marketing List!) etc. Once our email campaign is configured, this is
also where we press the metaphorical “Big Red Button” to send the email campaign.
Post-launch, this is also where you’ll find performance information and valuable statistics on the
email campaign, such as: opens, clicks, bounces (when an email hasn’t successfully landed in an
inbox) and unsubscribes etc.

Recommended reading: Create an Email Send | Click Dimensions

Overview
As opposed to when we determine who to send an email campaign to (using Marketing Lists crafted
by ourselves), our potential and current customers can use our Marketing Preferences form to tell us
what they would like to receive from us (Blogs, Newsletters, Product & Services updates and
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Resources). This form is accessible in the footer of any mass-email send by us and is soon to be
integrated to our website.

Recommended reading: Introduction to Forms | Click Dimensions
Important DT Subscription Lists:
Diversity Travel’s Subscription Lists can be found here:
https://diversitytravel.crm4.dynamics.com/main.aspx?etc=4300&viewid=%7b2FF20E5C-3426-E911-A961000D3ABA6DAB%7d&viewtype=4230&pagetype=entitylist&extraqs=%3fvisualizationId%3d%26visualizationTy
pe%3d0%26visualizationPaneMode%3d0%26layout%3d0%26sitemappath%3dMA%257cMA%257cnav_lists%2
6pagemode%3diframe

There are two Subscription Lists for each Subscription Channel – one for Leads and one for Contacts.
This cannot be changed and is a requirement of the system to keep record types separate.

Web Content
Overview
We can create Forms, Surveys and Subscription Management Pages in CRM via ClickDimensions.
These can be managed under Settings > ClickDimensions > Web Content
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Recommended reading: Web Content Components | ClickDimensions
Important DT Web Content and information:
ALL Lead and Contact Marketing Subscriptions are managed via the [STANDARD] DT Marketing
Subscription Preferences Subscription Page, found here:
https://diversitytravel.crm4.dynamics.com/main.aspx?etc=10080&pagetype=entitylist&extraq
s=%3fsitemappath%3dSettings%257ccdi_clickdimensionssettings%257ccdi_webcontent%2
6pagemode%3diframe&viewid=%7b7F3E6A0A-F01C-E711-80CB000D3A14B064%7d&viewtype=1039
You will recognise it as the below Subscription Form, available via the link in all CRM email template
footers and via the subscription settings option for users on our online booking tools:
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Managing Subscriptions
Overview
When a Lead or Contact submits the above form, their preference will be reflected in these
Subscription Lists. Simply put, if someone opts in to receive Blog updates, they’ll be added to the
Blog Subscribers marketing list. If they opt out, they’ll be removed from this list.
The action of automatically adding/removing members from these Marketing Lists is done by
ClickDimensions, however depending on a Lead or Contacts last submitted preference a tickbox
against their record will also be ‘on’ or ‘off’ to show us, at a glance, what they’re subscribed to.
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This has been achieved with custom workflows:

These processes can be found under Settings > Processes, with the general naming convention of
“[AUTO | DT MARKETING SUBSCRIPTION PREFS]”- followed by the subscription list and record type
the submission and related workflow action correspond with.

Recommended Reading: Introduction to Subscription Management | Click Dimensions
Blog
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